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With home theater systems riding a wave of massive consumer interest, new technology for digital cable, DVR, HDTV, DVDs and CDs continues to multiply at high speeds. All these new gadgets come with new devices to operate them - adding up to three, four, five, even six or more remote controls to your coffee table.
These remotes control a variety of operations – programming your cable box to record your favorite shows, setting up movie subtitles and managing CD volume, just to name a few. The possibilities are seemingly endless, but so is the potential to misplace a remote control or be overwhelmed by all the programming
possibilities. This is where a universal remote control comes in handy - it allows you to consolidate multiple remote controls into one. Universal remotes come in a wide range of varieties - some have lots of buttons and some only a few. They're usually larger than your standard manufacturer's remote control, so they're
not so easily lost between the sofa cushions. But what can a universal remote control? These are some of the electronic devices that can be operated with a high-end model: DVD / VCRCD changerLaserdisc playerAmplifierTape deckGame consoleComputerLight controllerCable boxSatellite box [Source: Logitech] Many
universal remote controls come with some kind of glow-in-the-dark function like luminous buttons or a backlit screen that allows you to operate the remote control even when the lights are turned down low. Some high-end models come with an LCD screen for displaying information, and this feature often includes touchscreen buttons. Unlike most common remote controls, many universal remotes come with a battery backup function like flash memory that allows you to store your programmed commands in between battery changes. Charging holders is another option to ensure that you don't lose programmed memory. Not all universal
remote controls are created equal - some are pretty basic, while others are quite complex. In the next section, we learn about some of the most important differences between universal remote controls. Our entertainment centers are more equipped than ever before, but it's no fun to have half a dozen remote controls and
gaming devices on the coffee table and switch between them every time you want to watch a movie, change the volume or switch to another device. This week we'd like to know which universal remote control you prefer to trim the stack of remotes on the coffee table down to one that works for all your devices. There are
a few big names in the universal remote industry, but that doesn't mean they are the only good ones. What universal remotes have you found walking the line between bang for your buck, control as many of your devices as possible, and ease of use and programming? Leave your voice in the comments below. The
invitation to candidates is closed! To see which of your nominees have become the top five, move to best universal remotes and vote for all-out winner! Picking a universal remote control is pretty tricky these days. There are lots of simple,... Read moreHive Five nominations take place in the comments where you post
your favorite tool for the job. We get hundreds of comments, so to get your nomination ready, include it at the top of your comment as: VOTE: BEST UNIVERSAL REMOTE. Please do not include your voice in a reply to another commenter. Instead, vote and respond to separate comments. If you don't follow this format,
we may not count your vote. To prevent tampering with results, the votes of first-time commenters cannot be counted. Once you've made your nomination, let us know what makes it stand out from the contest. G/O Media can get a commission About hive Five: The Hive Five feature series asking readers to answer the
most frequently asked questions we get: Which tool is the best? Once a week we will put a call to candidates looking for the best solution to a particular problem so you tell us your favorite tools to get the job done. Every weekend we will report back with the top five recommendations and give you a chance to vote on
which is best. For example, check out last week's five best bluetooth headsets. If you're driving and you need your cell phone, most states in the U.S. require you to use... Read moreCuube Five is based on reader nominations. As with most Hive Five posts, if your favorite was left out, it's not because we hate it, it's
because it didn't get the nominations required in the call for candidates post to make the top five. We understand that it's a bit of a popularity contest, but if you have a favorite, we'd like to hear about it. Do you have a suggestion for Hive Five? Send us an email at tips +hivefive@lifehacker.com!Photo by William Hook.
There's no need to get a remote that's specific to PlayStation 4. Universal remote controls and PlayStation 4 both support HDMI-CEC. So if you have a TV that also supports this connection, and most modern TVs do, you can use your universal remote with your PS4. Here's how to set it up. What is your universal remote
game like? Preparing for PS4 You have to create a few things first before you start messing around with your Universal Remote. You have to let the PS4 know that you are trying to connect something. Open your PS4 settings. Scroll all the way down, click System. Enable the HDMI device connection option. Connect the
remote control With your PS4, which now allows the use of HDMI Link, you can return to the setup on your TV. Use your universal remote control find the Tools menu on your TV. Click the HDMI-CEC option. Samsung, for example, calls option Anynet +. Under the HDMI-CEC device menu, you should now see
PlayStation 4 as an option. Click it. When the configuration is in place, you must now have control of your PS4 using the remote control. For some some HDMI-CEC settings can be a little harder to find. If you do not have a tool option to get there directly a good place to watch would be a menu called channels or input.
This should have hdmi input settings. While your universal remote doesn't work in any game, it's great for quickly scrolling through menus to start a DVD, scroll through Netflix, PlayStation Videos, or other apps. Now that it's connected, there's a small step between you and your movies. Enjoy! Up to your universal game
growing into the Harmony Companion remote, it works with all your big name devices, and Logitech offers a complete and ever-growing list of compatible devices. It even works with Alexa. Each of these quality accessories is guaranteed to enhance your PlayStation experience. Charge your controllers without taking up
the precious USB space on your console. HyperX ChargePlay Duo can charge two at once in two hours via an AC adapter. We can earn a commission for purchase using our links. Learn more. Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products; you can read more about our review process
here. We may receive commission on purchases made from our selected links. Universal remote controls allow you to control a wide variety of devices with one controller. From TVs and sound systems to cable boxes and streaming devices, we have a lot of technology to keep track of. Maybe you've started putting all
those remote controls in a box, or maybe they're slowly covering your coffee table – why not just replace them with a single controller? When purchasing a universal remote control, it's important to consider features like device compatibility, smart home support, and the ability to create custom device configurations and
settings combinations. We have researched and tested the best universal remotes from different brands and price ranges to find the most ideal options. What we like supports up to 15 devices Compatible with Alexa and Google Assistant No line of sight needed Crisp color touchscreen What we do not like expensive
long-term setup Steep learning curve For most people, the very best universal remote control is Logitech Harmony Elite and, while it may be the most expensive, it is worth the price. Basically, Harmony Elite connects to a base connected to your entertainment console, allowing you to use the remote control anywhere in
your home (even without a direct line of sight). Our reviewer was able to use it with Amazon's Alexa devices, and there's full voice control for up to 15 home entertainment and connected home devices. The full-color touchscreen makes it easy to swipe and tap to control volume, movies, 50 favorite channels, and even
intelligent in the home, e.g. Settings such as one touch activity allow automatic switch to the right devices with the right settings. In addition, features like closed cabinet management allow harmony hub to help control devices hidden behind closed doors in lockers. Harmony smartphone app (Android and iOS) also serves
as a separate universal remote control, which is handy if you charge harmony elite in its charging station. While pricing may turn some potential buyers away if you want the most feature-rich universal remote control on the market, Harmony Elite is the one to own. When we cleared the original connectivity and setup
obstacles, we experienced generally fast and responsive performance from Harmony Elite. - Yoona Wagener, Product Tester What we like compatible with Amazon Alexa Slim and lightweight Smart home support integrated Handles up to 8 devices What we do not like Long-term initial setup Inconsistent performance No
touchscreen Featuring controls of up to eight devices, Logitech Harmony smart control works with over 270,000 devices from 6,000 brands, including cable TV boxes, Apple TV and Roku. The connection doesn't stop there, as Harmony Smart offers a smartphone app for both Android and iOS that offers up to 50 favorite
channel icons, volume control and media playback. Gone are the days of annoying on-TV keyboards. Instead, voice control is handled directly from your smartphone or tablet, and speech recognition helps find your content faster. In addition to voice control, Harmony excels at working with devices hidden in closed
enclosures via its infrared and Bluetooth connections. However, our tester pointed out that while overall performance and software was good, it was not always consistent. If you're okay with not having a touchscreen and spending some dedicated time to program this device, that could be exactly what you've been
looking for. - Yoona Wagener, Product Tester What we like Very Affordable Roku and streaming support built-in Simple initial device setup What we don't like takes time to program advanced commands Inconsistent learning Incompatible with Amazon Fire TV Pre-programmed right out of the box for Apple TV, Xbox
One, Media Center and Roku, Inteset INT-422 four-in-one universal remote control is worth watching. While streaming is Inteset's claim to fame, added features such as volume and channel lock allow an extra layer of security from children, roommates or spouses who might want to change things around. When it comes
to connecting directly to the television itself, inteset has a worldwide database of device codes for connecting to all the top TV manufacturers by completely replacing their standard remote controls. Our reviewer particularly liked how easy it was to program different commands with a button. Inteset takes its unique
function set up another level with macro allows you to program up to 32 commands into a single button, so you can turn any device on/off, switch input, or switch to a favorite channel. The Inteset 422-3 is a bargain at $27, especially compared to more expensive smart remotes on the market. - Yoona Wagener, Product
Tester What we like Control up to 8 devices Compatible with Alexa and Google Assistant Controllable via app or remote control What we do not like Long-term setup process App can buggy No screen on remote control No backlighting Control a total of eight devices, Logitech Harmony Companion universal remote
control is a top pick for buyers who want to add monitoring of smart devices, too. Our reviewer didn't like its missing a touchscreen or backlit buttons, but harmony companion includes Amazon Alexa certification. In addition to Alexa, Harmony Companion works great with other smart home devices like Philip's Hue lighting
or Nest's learning thermostat. The included Harmony Hub allows for even more device control, including gadgets hidden between cabinet doors or walls (read: video game consoles). After a simple setup on your computer, harmony companion is ready to work with more than 270,000 devices, including Apple TV, Roku
and Sonos audio players. Although it lacks a touchscreen or flashy design elements, the Harmony Companion is still pretty slim. - Yoona Wagener, Product Tester What we like many colors Budget-friendly Large code library What we don't like can't control more than 4 devices Available in a multitude of colors, GE
33709 four-unit universal remote control is so budget-friendly you might just want to buy it as an extra remote around the house. It can control up to four different audio and video components, including TVs, Blu-ray and DVD players, as well as streaming media players and soundbars. The expansive code library works
with all major TV manufacturers like Samsung, Sony and Sharp. Powered by two AAA batteries, GE can work for months before requiring battery replacement. In addition, the inclusion of functions such as master volume control makes it possible to control the volume of each device connected to the remote control. A
final highlight is the multi-coloured A, B, C and D buttons that give you easy access to hardware favorites. What we like Save different device configurations Jump to favorite channels Wide device compatibility What we don't like isn't designed for use with smart home devices Plastic build isn't very durable If you have lots
of devices from lots of different brands, you'll have a universal remote that can rule them all. Logitech Harmony 665 is compatible with a growing list of over 6,000 brands, which means it works with more than 270,000 different devices. From TVs to sound systems to game consoles and This remote is also great for
saving your favorite channels and device device There are buttons at the top for Watch TV or Watch a movie that automatically changes your input and switches to your preferred settings for that activity, that is, the settings for that activity. You can also create shortcuts to your favorite channels and easily access them
from the remote control screen. Another advantage of the screen: It includes step-by-step troubleshooting help. If you have a problem, follow the instructions directly on Harmony 665 to fix it. In terms of customizability and ease of use, this remote control is hard to beat. What we like comfortably, ergonomic design Fast
programming Works with many devices, what we do not like will not connect to smart home appliances With a comfortable ergonomic design, the Logitech Harmony 700 reduces the need for multiple remote controls while working with six different devices simultaneously. The 23 programmable channel icons for choosing
your favorite stations make it easy to quickly find your favorite channels. Previous programming allows the back-lit controls to easily remote navigation at night, powered by AA batteries for months before they need to be replaced. Harmony 700 has a total of more than 225,000 units from more than 5,000 brands (and
always adds more). Updating with new brands and devices is easily done via a connection to both PC and Mac computers, and although the harmony 700 can't connect to smart home appliances, the harmony 700 is an easy-to-use remote that won't spoil the bank. What we like about Simple App Setup The list of
compatible devices is regularly updated Good value for the features What we don't like not compatible with Wi-Fi devices that are flimsy, builds If you've ever owned a universal remote control, you know that setting it up can be one of the most frustrating steps to set it up. Sofabaton U1 is our choice for best setup
because it actually streamlines this process. Instead of entering a lot of device codes and struggling to pair your remote, simply download the Sofabaton companion app and connect your devices from there in a matter of minutes. This remote control is compatible with hundreds of thousands of devices, and this list
continues to grow. The Sofabaton U1 is a cheaper alternative to a lot of the expensive remote controls on this list. But some compromises do. For example, it only works with infrared and Bluetooth devices. This includes most TVs, sound systems and gaming systems, but does not include Wi-Fi-connected devices like
the Roku streaming stick and PlayStation 4. Before purchasing this remote control, it is important to check the manufacturer's specifications to make sure your devices are compatible. Final verdict If you're someone with tons of smart home units, TVs, air conditioners and other appliances at home, Logitech Harmony Elite
fits to your lifestyle. It provides compatibility with Alexa Alexa Google Assistant for voice commands, can work with up to 15 connected devices and works with out-of-sight devices. If you want the same features at a lower cost and with support for a smartphone app, Logitech Harmony is a great choice. It can support up
to 8 devices, is slim and light, and can work with the Harmony app and Hub. Our expert reviewers and editors evaluate remote controls based on design, range, sensitivity and features. We test their real performance in actual use cases and how easy they are to program and how accurate they are and at what distance.
Our testers also consider each device to be a value proposition – whether a product justifies its price tag or not and how it compares to competing products. All the models we reviewed were purchased by Lifewire; none of the control units were submitted by the manufacturer or distributor. Yoona Wagener has been
writing for Lifewire since 2019 and has a background in tech. She has reviewed many of the devices on this list, and she liked the Logitech Harmony Elite for its broad compatibility and the ability to work out of sight. David Beren has more than ten years of experience in the tech industry. He has previously been
published on TmoNews.com and has written extensively about the telecommunications industry. Emmeline Kaser is a former editor of Lifewire's product rounding and has over four years of experience researching and writing about the best consumer products out there. She specializes in consumer technology. Some
remote controls offer built-in controls for services like Netflix, others only have a general control layout, and some won't work at all. Be sure to check the compatibility of your remote control before making a purchase. Automation - Most universal remote controls you find just allow you to switch between controlling different

devices, but some solutions like Logitech's Harmony lineup offer automation. Simply press a single button to turn on the TV and receiver, switch to the correct input, and even dim the light. Smart home support – In addition to standard automation, some universal remote controls have begun to support virtual assistants
such as Google Home and Amazon Echo. If you want to tune in to your favorite game on ESPN or start a game on your PlayStation with the command of your voice, be sure to look for a remote control that supports smart home devices. Devices.
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